
NLI TOWN HALL #1 
October 15th, 2019  7pm 

 
This document contains a list of questions and answers (Q&A) from our first Town Hall relating to the 
recent list of innovations developed over our Innovations Weekend.  The purpose of these events is to 
answer any questions or concerns relating to our upcoming vote, on October 27th, to accept or reject 
these recommended innovations as a roadmap in the personal, physical and spiritual renovation of 
Ebenezer and our calling in Jesus’ Great Commission. 
 

Our next Town Hall will be held on Sunday, October 20th, 2019 at 6pm in the FLC.  Light snacks and 
childcare will be provided. 
 

On October 27th, we will have one service at 1030am.  At the end of this service we will hold a Called 
Church Conference and vote on the innovations as presented on Innovations Weekend.  If you have 
any questions or concerns, please send them to the Church Office at ebenezer@ebumc.net or an NLI 
Team member as soon as possible. 

 
 

INNOVATION 1: A New Vision for a New Day 
   NLI Team Leaders:  Bob Earl & Keith Compton 
 

1.  Why are the participants in the process so old?  If we are determining a course for the future, 
shouldn’t younger folks be involved? 
Involvement across the age spectrum is desired but we all have limitations on the time we dedicate.  
Prioritizing what is important in our lives and the life and future of Ebenezer will be key in making these 
innovations our own.  Involving “younger” members and attendees in the Visioning Retreat is necessary 
in developing a vision desirable to all ages going forward.  The focus will be getting as many involved as 
possible as it will take a complete church to enact these innovations.  Your importance as “senior” 
members and worshippers will be to help build a strong foundation for our “younger” and typically 
newer members, youth and attendees to build upon themselves.  A vision which holds true to the Great 
Commission and provides a learning, nurturing and dynamic environment for younger families and 
singles to involve themselves is key for Ebenezer in making disciples and growing. 

 
 

INNOVATION 2: Intentional Discipleship Path 
   NLI Team Leaders:  Chris Keltner & Jennifer Pitsenbarger 
 

1.  What does S.H.A.P.E. stand for? 
S.H.A.P.E. is the acronym given to a church-wide small group study the church will participate in January 
2020, whereas S- Spiritual Gifts; H- Heart; A- Abilities; P- Personality; E- Experiences. Through our 
surveys and self-study, we were able to identify Ebenezer as having a servant’s heart but with a majority 
not really understanding discipleship or how to become involved.  Through this study, each of us will 
be able to identify where our hearts are and become more in-tune with where Jesus is calling us to 
serve in this part of our faith journey.  Knowing that we have been blessed by the Spirit with gifts and 
talents, and the biblical basis for each, it will empower us in becoming more involved in building our 
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church and reaching out beyond it’s walls.  Realize, this isn’t just for adults but involves our youth, 
children and our preschool as well.  Identifying and learning our purpose in God’s Kingdom empowers 
and grows us in our discipleship and encourages us to share that Good News with others.  It will 
establish and help strengthen our relationship with our Father as well as help us, confidently,                             
reach out and make disciples of our neighbors. 
Through identifying these gifts and talents, we can further begin to identify the leadership strengths of 
the congregation.  This will allow us to disciple to current leaders, equipping and developing them so 
they can, in turn, identify and train upcoming leaders.  In this way, we can make sure they are involved 
more deeply in the life and ministries of Ebenezer, further perpetuating new leaders and disciples for 
future Kingdom building. 

 
 
 

INNOVATION 4: Financial Generosity 
   NLI Team Leader:  Katherine Pearson 
 

1.  What will be the financial cost to Ebenezer if we accept the NLI recommendations? 
We are still responsible for the remaining $500.00 of the initial $3000.00 agreed to when we elected to 
participate in the NLI process.  Looking over the report – most of the items have costs built in such as 
“consultants" and "coaches" which the District is going to provide.   
 

Typically, for day-long retreats or training days, it's often a courtesy to offer a lunch and drinks, so those 
types of "incidentals" will need to be factored in to further expenses.  Other options include BYOL- Bring 
your own lunch or have hospitality (crockpot soups or chilis provided by the congregation), a ministry 
or Sunday School class “cater” it.  Sign-ups for the classes are smart so that we aren’t under or over 
prepared. 
 

When offering church-wide and class small group resources, Ebenezer has a general policy of making 
the initial purchase then recouping the expense when participants donate a suggested gift or outright 
purchase for the materials.  Innovation 2 expenses will also need to be factored in when calculating for 
Strengths Finders 2.0 for leaders and staff (~$19.99 each).  The books on page 6 (3.c) will also be a cost 
the teams may want to add. 
 

As we get into Innovation 4, any costs go up.  It's free to declutter, but it's potentially expensive to redo 
branding and signage.  It's expensive to redo sound and lighting. I'm not sure of the recommendations 
the Communication's audit would reveal. Getting out of debt looks like a million-dollar idea!  
The final ideas under Innovation 5 could be another series of provided resources/experts from the 
District - but the study on the Epistles will be another cost if there's a congregation-wide small group 
component, for instance. 
 

Options for helping reduce potential costs include acquiring bids/estimates, online retailer competitive 
shopping, special offerings, special appeals/requests from the congregation and even certain grants 
from UM Communications.  
 

It is noted, that the worship assessment regarding sound, lighting, and AV should be included in the 
Master Financial Plan that Finance will be working on in 2020. The goal is to come up with a 5-year plan. 
Some of the costs related to upgrades, debt retirement, etc. will be incorporated into that 5-year plan 
so that we can plan accordingly. 



 

Potential costs (penalties) rest in the opening (newly establishing) or closing of money accounts 
associated with CDs or Endowments.  These decisions will be recommended by established teams, 
reviewed and recommended as part of the Master Financial Plan, by the Finance Team, to the Church 
Council for a vote. 
 
 
REMINDER:  TOWN HALL meeting:  Sunday, October 20th, 2019- 6pm in the FLC 


